
VHCIO Minutes, 8 November 2022

Whixley Village Hall CIO Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 8 November 2022

at Whixley Village Hall

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, K Tolan, T Procter, G Lloyd, M Turner, C Roberts, V Bedford

Apologies: D Fraser

Actioned individuals are shown in bold.

1. Minutes of previous committee meeting

The minutes of the previous meeting in October 2022 were accepted as a true record and IM
was actioned to post them to the website on his return.

2. Matters arising

Premises licence: New licence in correct charity name now received and displayed

Hall valuation: KT has approached a different valuer who will do the job shortly. KT

Dog waste notice: deferred DF

Bank documents: KT now has possession of the documents and they will be added to the
in-house archive store. Handed to GL at the meeting.

Business rates: HBC have been contacted and informed of the new charity number. No
further follow up is required.

Door lock codes: Still be be done, DF/IM

All other action items from the last minutes were handled as scheduled agenda items.

3. Chairman’s Report

CIO Update.

● Asset transfer. The formal acceptance of the asset transfer for the in-house assets
and the land & buildings is underway with Newtons solicitors who have made the
relevant application to the Charities Commission.

● A record of the in-house assets to be transferred has been made.
● Freeagent Accounting. The old charity accounts are now frozen but available on a

read-only basis.
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Archiving project. GL has made great progress in sorting out all of the old files.  GL/IM
have disposed of documents of no importance, and have identified several items for secure
disposal (Shredding).  New file tabs have been purchased and typed up so that the
documents can be stored securely in the Hall, in a dry location. It was agreed that the
cabinets would be moved to the store area upstairs.

MT has been actioned to acquire a further filing cabinet, ideally a matching pair which are
lockable. MT

New Committee Member. Sally Scales (SS) has now joined the committee and has agreed
to become a trustee. I have not registered her yet with the Charities Commission because
she is not named on the paperwork filed regarding the transfer of assets. She has been
given copies of all of the documents as agreed at the last meeting, and has returned the
trustee declaration to be filed when the transfer is complete.

SS has a new VH email address which should be used for all VH correspondence.

Policies. A discussion was held regarding which policies would be required and in what
order. SS circulated a list of what she believed were the required policies. It was agreed
that this list should form the basis of the policy list in the first instance. Three policies were
identified as those to be tackled first and these were:

● Financial. IM to condense the existing policy into a document on the shared drive
and enhance as necessary in the light of any changes since it was agreed.

● Safeguarding. IM to review the draft Safeguarding policy document created from the
Community First template, and pass to SS for completion of a draft to be presented
to the committee. IM, SS.

● Risk Assessments. SS to review the existing risk assessments with DF and report
back on any required changes. SS, DF.

Other identified policies include:

● Health and Safety
● Data Protection and GDPR compliance
● Equal Opportunities
● Environment

SS to acquire template policies from the Charities Commission, ACRE and Community First
as appropriate and recommend a course of action for implementation.

IM/KT/SS to review the form of hire words to ensure they cover adherence to policies by
hirers.

SS to enquire as to what policies, if any, exist for the one village hall event that could
potentially involve minors which is the pantomime. Clare Beckett would be best placed to
answer that query.
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4. Treasurer’s Report

Cash Balances and liabilities
As of 8th November, the Bank balance was £33,355.27, Paypal £333.30 and cash £295.61 a
Total of £33,984.18.

Oct Invoices were issued on 3/11/22 and seven remain unpaid.

It was noted that out of the cash balances listed, £897 was owed to Whixplay and £934 to
the church in respect of money collected via website sales on their behalf. KT to arrange
payment of the outstanding balance to the Church.

Also, currently £1,680 had been collected in ticket sales for the New Year event and costs of
circa £1,500 were likely to be incurred to pay for the entertainment and food during the
event. So, net of these items, the cash balances across all accounts were approximately
£3,500 less than the current stated figures.

Events
The breakdowns for the Race day and the Bonfire have been uploaded to the relevant files
on the Drive.

● 5 & 10K Races Net Profit £1275.34.  Slightly down from last year owing to fewer
entries and very few casual entries on the day owing to poor weather.

● Bonfire Net Profit £989.92. The net profit was down from last year owing to £500
increase in the cost of the fireworks, £250 increase in cost of food, and £200
decrease in bucket and inline donations.

Feedback from the bonfire night has been largely positive but two issues have been raised
for future consideration:

● Sparklers and other fireworks should be banned from the field owing to their potential
for injury.

● Access to bar and catering facilities after the fireworks is limited because of access to
the hall.  Outside catering and bar facilities should be considered.

5. Facilities Manager’s Report

DF was not present at the meeting but circulated a report which is included here.

Minor works of maintenance and improvement carried out in the last month:

30/08/2022 Tony
Ayres

Bin in playground --
bottom has rusted out

03/11/2022 DF Bin removed, leaving
one in playground

02/09/2022 Dave
Porritt

Curtain rails and pull
cords still failing

15/09/2022 DF Running repairs
carried out on two
occasions
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06/10/2022 Dee
Wright

Water leak at junction
of back store and
committee room
getting worse

24/10/2022 DF, CR Quick fix (a diversion
gutter) put into place
by Graham Adgo and
Chris Roberts

This fix has reduced
water ingress
considerably, but is not a
permanent repair to the
dropped old iron gutters
on the rear face of the old
store

06/10/2022 Bonfire
crew

Vegetation clearance
needed to prevent fire
spreading from bon
fire

01/11/2022 DF Bedford Gardening
commissioned to
undertake radical
vegetation reduction
around three sides of
football field

As well as successfully
addressing the fire risk
issue, this work is good
management practise to
keep wild growth around
our boundaries within
control, and has revealed
hidden open space.

06/10/2022 David
Fraser

Remove red dog poo
bin from play field --
decision taken at VHC

03/11/2022 DF Red poo bin removed

16/10/2022 David
Fraser

Locked door into food
and drink store
demolished by
accidental fall of
asbestos surveyor

24/10/2022 DF Graham Adgo
commissioned to fit
new door and lock

Thanks to Keith Tolan for
providing a new door free
of charge.

17/10/2022 Dave
Porritt

Broken rail on fence at
entrance to football
field

04/11/2022 DF New wooden rail
purchased and fitted

6. Development of back store - update

CR circulated a paper that will be filed with the minutes of this meeting, covering

● Report from Decarbonisation survey
● Key points from Pannal VH’s grant application
● Community Consultation - when, how and what
● Report from Electrical and Mechanical survey

CR also reported that we have been selected to participate in Phase 2 of the
decarbonisation study and will receive a tailored report on the improvements that could be
done to our hall. They will be visiting on 16th November, and MT will meet them at 4pm. CR
and MT were actioned to meet separately to discuss the outcome, and to include DF.

Following a discussion on the other topics noted above it was agreed that CR would ensure
that everyone had access to the shared drive document describing the development options
for the back store/lounge so that the options could be debated. It was noted that Option 5
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was the option preferred by CR and DF and they proposed that this be adopted by the
committee.

It was noted that any grant application will require funds to be available from a 3rd party
source to fund the up-front 10% requirement. It was agreed that IM and KT would look into
ring-fencing the Whixley Players contributions so that they could be designated as an
external funding source.

7. Upcoming events

1. Film Night, 18th November (Fishermans Friends 2). MT to run the event as IM is
away. IM to ask Tracy Robinson if she is available for bar duty.

2. Quiz with Gareth Chapman: Now organised. No food. Tickets on sale at £5 per
head. 35 tickets sold so far.

3. New Year’s Eve event (31 December): Tickets on sale and selling well (82 sold, the
event is sold out with a waiting list). Bar volunteers will be needed but otherwise
being organised by a volunteer committee headed by Damien.

4. Pantomime - Aladdin (26-28 January, with stage erected on 14th January and
technical set-up/rehearsals from 21st). Ticket sales have been opened with tickets
priced at £11 and £6 for kids.  No significant sales so far.

5. Whixley Wine Evening (11 March 2023) - more details in due course.

6. Potential Christmas event for the kids. VB and CR to decide what, if anything, will be
offered.

7. Potential Jazz evening. I have been approached by Ian Millar and Domonic Spencer,
a Scottish Jazz duo. After an exchange of emails I have established that they will
perform for a fee or on a profit-sharing basis.

See text below:

We play all over the UK every month and would love to consider any available
dates you might be able to offer in 2022/23.

For these tours we usually play for a fee or as a joint promotion. We need
some local help putting up a few posters and getting the word out.

Our fee for performance is £400.

When we perform as part of a joint promotion to raise funds for the hall, we
both have a stake in making the evening a success, there is no fee for you to
pay and we take the risk. We would need to split the money collected on the
door on an 80:20 split in our favour (not including any bar takings, food raffle
or fund raising etc.). For these tours to be viable we have found that our share
of the door take usually allows us enough to cover our costs (petrol,
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accommodation, publicity etc ). We hope with no fee plus your 20% share of
the ticket price plus bar takings, raffle, etc and an event for your village hall
makes this an attractive proposition for you.

We suggest a door charge of £10 for a 2 hour concert. We will pay our own
travel and accommodation expenses. We will also provide publicity materials,
posters and leaflets at our expense and send out press releases etc. Most of
our concerts are well attended and we have had some wonderful and
memorable jazz evenings all over the UK.

We have our own PA, programmable lighting and electric piano.

Here are some links to various material:

VIDEOS:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChmc1giUWi1VSDnkFsOIeeQ

WEBSITE:

http://www.millarandspencer.co.uk/

Our NEW ALBUM is available to listen to or download NOW from
BANDCAMP!

https://ianmillardominicspencer.bandcamp.com/releases

It was agreed that a Jazz evening would be arranged for April if the performers were
available. IM to contact and make the arrangements.

8.  Any other business
Christmas Decorations. VB and KT will put the decorations up on December 1st after the
play group has finished.

Office space rental. No interest as yet. Space is 3.2m by 2m.

Five-a-side football. TP asked if the field could be used by villagers to arrange informal
5-a-side football and/or walking football events. It was agreed that as long as participants
were not charged then the hall would not charge a fee for using the pitch. TP to contact the
cricket club re: pitch markings.

Snooker. IM pointed out that there had been some new snooker club members this month.
TP pointed out that their notice outside the hall was out of date. TP was actioned to talk to
Rob Fathers about updating the notice.

Dogs in the hall. CR reported that the dog trainer had used the hall inside for puppy
training during bad weather. CR thought this was a poor policy owing to the potential for
contamination of the floor for other users, including young children. KT said that he had
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agreed to that policy, but on reflection felt that permission for indoor dog training should be
refused. KT to advise client.

9. Date of next meeting

The meeting closed at 9:30pm.  The next meeting will be on Tuesday 10th January in the
Community Lounge at 7:30pm.
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